
Hello Chapter 67 Members!

It feels somewhat like a broken record, but I sincerely hope 
you and your family and friends are staying safe and healthy. 
The holidays and New Year’s were pretty mild this year, I’m 
sure for everyone, but I still hope that they brought joy to 
everyone. My husband and I bought our first house together 
and spent the entire holiday season packing, moving and 
unpacking. 

As we all know, with California still being under COVID 
restrictions, we have been holding our luncheons virtually, 
and have been pretty successful. January saw our Annual 
State of the Market presentation by John Ellis, MAI, with 
Integra Realty Resources. We invited all of the Southern 
California Chapters and at one point had over 70 attendees.  
Our next luncheon will be March 12 at 12:00pm. David 
Miller with Nossaman will be presenting on NEPA Changes 
and updates. Be sure to register and log-on. We love 
*seeing* everyone, even if only virtually for a few minutes. 

Meredith McDonald
mmcdonald.appraiser@gmail.com 
(949) 235-4087
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If you have a topic or speaker you would enjoy seeing at one of our luncheons, 
please reach out to myself or President Elect Ryan Hargrove. Finding speakers 
for luncheons has always proven to be one of the more difficult jobs for board 
members, so we are always welcoming new suggestions.

The IRWA has made significant progress in converting courses to a virtual format. 
If you have not done so, please consider exploring IRWA’s online classes. One- and 
two-day classes are the most popular; there are classes available for each discipline 
and career path.  These are live, instructor-led, interactive classes conducted via 
virtual classroom to make it the closest thing to an in-person course. Available 
courses can be found on the IRWA website under the Education Tab > Students 
> Virtual Education. From a recent Board of Directors meeting, these courses are 
something that IRWA is considering continuing, even as the pandemic subsides.

If you are this close to getting a certification or your SR/WA designation, this may 
help you reach your goal. Reach out to Rudy Romo, Professional Development 
Committee Chair. Rudy is always available and eager to help. And he does always 
seem to know the right answer, or at least the right person to ask. 

If you have not renewed your membership, please do so as soon as you can.  Your 
membership offers (1) job postings (currently 140 right of way jobs are listed); (2) 
Member Network for virtual knowledge exchange, content sharing and professional 
networking; and (3) Split-payment option for IRWA dues. If you wish to break up 
your IRWA dues into two payments, contact Mariah Carrillo, Membership Services, 
at carrilo@irowaonline.org for more information.

The upcoming Region 1 Spring Forum will be held virtually again this year. The 
forums are open to all members and free of charge.  Participating in a Regional 
meeting will give you a better understanding of how the IRWA is structured and 
how business is conducted beyond the chapter level.  If you are interested, please 
feel free to reach out to me with any questions. 

On a more personal note, I am a proud member of this Chapter. While this has been 
a challenging year for all, the commitment of the Board and the members to stay 
connected and power through this difficult time is a testament to our perseverance, 
resilience and friendship.

As always, if you are interested in joining the Board, we’d love to have you. Feel free 
to reach out to any Board Members.

Stay Safe!
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Welcome back readers to the March edition of our newsletter. If you would like 
to contribute content to the newsletter, advertise, have questions or any ideas to 
improve the content, please contact us.

Alyson Suh, Esq. 
Woodruff, Spradlin & Smart 
asuh@wss-law.com
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UPCOMING EVENTS
March Monthly Luncheon
Tuesday March 12. 2021 12:00 p.m. - VIRTUAL 
Chapter 67 is pleased to welcome David Miller with Nossaman who will be 
presenting on NEPA Changes and updates.
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CLICK HERE TO REGISTER

CH. 67 NOVEMBER VIRTUAL LUNCHEON

Tuesday, March 12, 2021
12pm - 1:00pm

Chapter 67 is pleased to welcome David Miller 
 

The Future of the NEPA Rules Rewrite

In September 2020, the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) enacted new regulations that set forth 
procedures federal agencies are to utilize when implementing the National Environmental Policy Act 
(NEPA). As we move forward following the election, this presentation will consider possible issues 
that might arise when applying the new rules, how this might affect project development and whether 
additional changes may be in store for NEPA under a new Administration.

David Miller is a Partner in Nossaman LLP’s Environment & Land Use Group. He assists clients on 
a variety of complex land use and environment related matters, including matters dealing with the 
National Environmental Policy Act, Section 4(f) of the Department of Transportation Act and the 
National Historic Preservation Act. He also counsels clients on the California Environmental Quality Act, 
the California Planning and Zoning Law, the California Subdivision Map Act, the California Coastal Act, 
and the Federal and State Constitutions. David represents landowners, resource developers and public 
agencies on matters involving federal and state permitting issues, local zoning issues and environmental 
planning and litigation. He also assists with advising state and regional infrastructure authorities on 
environmental issues regarding large infrastructure projects. Additionally, he has experience assisting 
property owners and businesses with lease disputes and breach of contract claims.
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James Vanden Akker 
Metropolitan Water District 
JVandenAkker@mwdh2o.com (213) 217-6324
For questions regarding IRWA education, whether it be information on a particular 
course, how to register, potential upcoming courses, or the credentialing program, 
please reach out to James.

Announcing IRWA’s Virtual Classroom Program!

IRWA’s virtual classes let you engage in courses delivered in real-time from your desk., home or anywhere with an internet 
connection. Through an easy-to-use digital platform, IRWA instructors facilitate live interactive courses, creating a classroom 
experience in a virtual environment.

SIGN UP FOR A VIRTUAL CLASS
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Balancing the Natural 
and Built Environment
www.Psomas.com

Civil Engineering   Land Surveying
Construction Management
Environmental Consulting
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This is the third in a series of eAlerts on revisions to National 
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) regulations published in 
the Federal Register on July 16, 2020 by t he Council on 
Environmental Quality (CEQ) (“Final Rule”). The CEQ’s revised 
rules amend 40 CFR Parts 1500-1508. Nossaman attorneys 
Ed Kussy, Rob Thornton, Svend Brandt-Erichsen, Rebecca Hays 
Barho, Brooke Marcus Wahlberg, David Miller and Stephanie 
Clark are contributors for this series.

Previously, we provided eAlerts focused on changes the CEQ 
has made to the definitions section of the NEPA regulations 
and changes to the beginning of the NEPA process for 
preparation of an environmental impact statement (EIS). 
Today, we focus on changes the CEQ has made to clarify 
and enhance the use of categorical exclusions (CE) and 
environmental assessments (EA).

As we noted in our previous alert, the beginning of the NEPA 
process comes where there is a proposed “major federal 
action.” When NEPA applies, agencies must first determine 
what level of review is required. The agency has three 
options: a CE, an EA and a Finding of No Significant Impact 
(FONSI) or an EIS. 

Agencies may designate CEs in their NEPA implementing 
procedures which identify categories of actions that they 
have determined ordinarily do not have a significant effect 
on the environment. If a CE is available, then NEPA review 
is complete unless an agency has specified that some level 
of documentation applies. Where a proposed action is not 
subject to a CE, and it is not clear from the outset that the 
action may cause a significant effect on the environment, 

then the agency may prepare an EA. The EA process results 
in one of three outcomes: (1) a FONSI, (2) a Mitigated 
FONSI, or (3) a decision to prepare an EIS. A FONSI applies 
where the action has no potentially significant effects. As is 
discussed in greater detail below, prior to the effective date 
of the Final Rule, a Mitigated FONSI was a tool based entirely 
upon guidance and was neither identified nor described by 
regulation.

Appropriate Level of NEPA Review: What Should We Do?

While the 1978 CEQ NEPA regulations described the three 
levels of potential review, they did not clearly set out the 
process for determining what level of review is appropriate 
for a given action. The Final Rule changes that by adding 40 
C.F.R. § 1501.3. Section 1501.3 sets out the framework for 
determining the level of NEPA review by providing in a single 
location the thresholds for utilizing a CE, EA or EIS, with 
references to the regulations governing preparation of the 
relevant document.

A key determination for the appropriate level of review both 
prior to and under the Final Rule is whether the proposed 
project may have significant effects on the environment. 
Under the 1978 regulations, the determination of 
significance was based on “context” and “intensity.” The Final 
Rule changes this. It replaces the consideration of “context” 
with the “consider[ation], as appropriate to the specific 
action, [of] the affected area (national, regional, or local) and 
its resources.” This change is intended to clarify the meaning 
of the prior usage of “context” to specify that significance 
varies from project to project based on the setting of the 

CASE OF THE MONTH

Edward V. A. Kussy, Esq., Partner
Law Firm of Nossaman LLP

Washington, DC

NEPA Rules Rewrite: Categorical Exclusions 
and Environmental Assessments

Republished With Permission
All Rights Reserved
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proposed action. The Final Rule also replaces the 
consideration of “intensity” with consideration of the “degree” 
of the proposed action’s effects.

One potentially significant change to the Final Rule is the 
elimination of a proposed action’s potential “controversy” 
from the determination of the action’s significance. 
“Controversial” in this context previously referred to 
substantive differences with other agencies or substantive 
scientific controversy rather than the controversial nature 
of the project from the perspective of the public. In the Final 
Rule, CEQ specified that the change was made because 
the controversial nature of a proposed action bears no 
relationship to the actual significance of its environmental 
effects. While CEQ’s change may have some basis in fact, 
the potential for controversy has long guided agencies in 
their decision to prepare an EIS when the significance of 
a proposed actions effects is a close call. Because of the 
potential for litigation, it is possible that even under the Final 
Rule, risk averse agencies may continue to prepare an EIS if 
the project is controversial and likely to face litigation, even 
when the effects on the environment may not be significant.

Enhancement of Categorical Exclusions

Despite the attention paid in the Final Rule to the time 
required to comply with NEPA for major projects, the vast 
majority of agency actions comply with NEPA pursuant to 
CEs that have been promulgated under various agency-
specific NEPA regulations. In fact, CEQ estimates that 
approximately 100,000 CEs are prepared annually. Given 
the prevalence of CEs in NEPA reviews, it is interesting that 
since the promulgation of the 1978 regulations, which did 
not address CEs in detail, CEQ has provided official guidance 
on the use of CEs only once.

Over the years, Congress expanded use and availability 
of CEs. For example, a provision of MAP-21 allowed one 
Department of Transportation (DOT) operating agency to 
use the CE of another operating agency for “multimodal” 
projects, which were defined in MAP-21. The Final Rule is 
another such step. The Final Rule would add a new section 
1501.4(a), requiring agencies to identify CEs in their NEPA 
procedures. While this reiterates the 1978 regulations’ 
requirement that agencies establish CEs in their NEPA 
procedures, it is unclear if this is intended to modify prior 
CEQ guidance encouraging agencies to develop procedures 
to allow projects which, on their face, have no significant 
impacts to be treated with a CE, even if they were not 
identified specifically in an agency’s existing list of CEs.

The Final Rule also adds section 1501.4(b)(1), which 
provides that, when extraordinary circumstances are 

present, agencies may consider whether mitigating 
circumstances or other conditions are sufficient to 
avoid significant effects. The preamble to the Final Rule 
explains that this provision could be used, for example, 
where a project can be designed to avoid effects creating 
“extraordinary circumstances” to a degree sufficient to 
warrant use of a CE. Thus, the Final Rule clarifies that the 
“extraordinary circumstances” standard is not intended 
to preclude the application of a CE simply because 
extraordinary circumstances may be present. This is 
consistent with a series of court decisions that have upheld 
the idea of a “mitigated” CE or mitigated FONSI.

Finally, the Proposed Rule would add a new paragraph (f)
(5) to 40 C.F.R. § 1507.3, allowing agencies to establish a 
process in their NEPA procedures to apply a CE listed in 
another agency’s NEPA procedures. This practice is already 
available for DOT agencies under the FAST Act. The Final 
Rule, however, did not adopt another provision in DOT’s CE 
procedures as suggested by CEQ a number of years ago and 
briefly touched upon above. Under this provision, where a 
specific action is not listed as a CE, but otherwise meets the 
definition of a CE, an agency may process its NEPA approval 
as a CE after providing information to the relevant official 
supporting its conclusion.

Streamlining Environmental Assessments

Though not used nearly as frequently as CEs, the next most 
common level of NEPA review is the EA. CEQ estimates that 
approximately 10,000 EAs are completed annually. As with 
much of the Final Rule, CEQ’s revisions to the regulations 
attempt to consolidate the previously scattershot EA 
requirements in a single location—40 C.F.R. § 1501.5—to 
provide clearer guidance for agencies that prepare EAs.

For the first time, the Final Rules’ new section 1501.5(a) 
states precisely when an agency is required to prepare 
an EA. It provides that “[a]n agency shall prepare an 
environmental assessment for a proposed action that is not 
likely to have significant effects or when the significance 
of the effects is unknown.” While this formulation did not 
exist in the original regulations, it does not represent a 
fundamental shift because it mirrors federal agencies’ 
existing practices for EAs.

Importantly, the Final Rules establish a presumptive one-
year time limit for completion of the EA process – measured 
from the date the agency decides to prepare an EA to the 
date of publication of an EA or FONSI in the Federal Register 
(§ 1501.10). Additionally, the Final Rule sets a presumptive 
75-page limit on EAs, not including appendices (§ 1501.5).
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CEQ states that the purpose of these limits is to focus NEPA 
reviews on the relevant analyses and to generate concise, 
readable documents that will better serve their informational 
purpose. The efficacy of these presumptive limits will 
depend in part on the various agencies’ buy-in to their 
mission. Under the Final Rules, senior agency officials are 
permitted to approve timelines and documents exceeding 
these presumptive limits, provided they specify the grounds 
for the requested exception and establish a new time and /
or page limit. The Final Rules prescribe a set of factors a 
senior agency official may consider in determining whether 
to grant an extension or exceedance. It is understood that 
such exceedances likely would apply only for more complex 
or controversial projects.

The effectiveness of the Final Rule across federal agencies 
remains to be seen. The Final Rule does not specify what 
happens when an agency fails to abide by the presumptive 
time or page limits. With respect to the 75-page limitation, 
the Final Rules do not impose limits on the length of 
technical appendices, and the definition of “page” (500 
words) excludes charts, graphs, pictures and the like. Thus, 
while the main document may be shorter, the Final Rules 
do not address the voluminous technical appendices that 
may accompany the EA. Thus, the practical impact of the 
proposed change might be simply to shift environmental 
analyses from the main body of an EA to its appendices. If 
this is the case, the result might be that the main body of the 
EA is just a summary of the technical appendices.

With respect to the time limitations on preparation and 
finalization of EAs and FONSIs, the abstract nature of the 
trigger of the one-year clock (when the agency “decides” 
to prepare an EA) may mean that there is little change in 
practice. For environmental resource agencies processing 
applications for permits and other approvals, applicants may 
continue to see significant delays in the processing of permit 
applications as agencies negotiate details of the underlying 
project or request, particularly when the agency may be 
concerned about a potential lawsuit.

About Those Impacts: Use of Mitigated FONSIs

Following preparation of the EA, if the agency concludes 
that there will be no significant impacts—and therefore 
that an EIS is not required—it will typically prepare a FONSI. 
That FONSI documents the agency’s relevant analysis and 
explains the basis for the agency’s conclusion that the 
proposed action will not result in significant environmental 
impacts. The Final Rule largely does not change this 
process, though it does focus again on consolidating the 
various requirements for FONSIs in the new 40 C.F.R. § 
1501.6. 

One significant change, however, is the Final Rule’s inclusion 
of a new paragraph (c) addressing the use of mitigated 
FONSIs. Previous regulations did not officially recognize 
the availability or propriety of a mitigated FONSI, despite 
its widespread use and despite the fact that CEQ expressly 
approved their use in a 2011 guidance document. The Final 
Rule allows the use of mitigated FONSIs and provides that a 
mitigated FONSI “shall state the authority for any mitigation 
that the agency has adopted and any applicable monitoring 
or enforcement provisions” for those mitigation measures. 
Further, the mitigated FONSI “shall state any enforceable 
mitigation requirements or commitments that will be 
undertaken to avoid significant impacts.” Thus, while the 
inclusion of mitigated FONSIs in the Final Rule is significant, 
it does not represent a change in current NEPA practice.

Final Thoughts

The enhanced availability of CEs, as well as the clarification 
regarding use of mitigation to fit within a particular CE 
where extraordinary circumstances are present, could be 
one of the most significant new changes set forth in the 
Final Rules. Most projects proceed via CE, and expanding 
their availability may do more to expedite project reviews 
than many of the Final Rules’ other substantive changes. 
Use of CEs, however, is not without litigation risk. Further, 
the documentation associated with the use of CEs has 
become more and more cumbersome as agencies seek to 
document the decision making necessary for a CE to apply. 
The Final Rules do not establish any presumptive review 
or page limits for CEs. Thus, risk-averse agencies may still 
undertake extensive studies to justify their decisions to step 
beyond their own lists of CEs, which could undermine the 
effectiveness broadening the availability of CEs under the 
Final Rules.

Stay tuned for the next installment in this series, which will 
cover changes to the requirements for the contents of an 
EIS.

Mr. Kussy can be reached at ekussy@nossaman.com
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We see the lay of the land in California. 
We have handled some of the largest 
eminent domain and valuation cases 
in the state, as well as some of the 
highest-profile public works that have 
shaped California’s infrastructure.

Developing  
projects with 
the future in mind.
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IRR-OC combines the former Kiley Company’s 30 year history 
of serving Southern California clients with expert complex 
valuations and right-of-way consulting ,with Integra Realty 
Resources; considered an industry leader as the largest inde-
pendent commercial real estate valuation, counseling, and 
advisory services firm in the United States and the Caribbean. 
We strive to provide our clients with world-class real estate 
valuation and advisory services, with a commitment to ensure 
exceptional quality and customer service.  We endeavor to 
deliver meaningful value and sound judgment to assist our 
clients in their business decisions. 

Rick Donahue, MAI 
Senior Managing Director 
 
2151 Michelson Drive 
Suite 205 
Irvine, CA  92612 
 
714.665-6515 
949.591.8150  
 
rDonahue@irr.com 
www.irr.com 
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I’ve been involved in the IRWA for a long time now.  After thinking about my tenure and membership in IRWA, I 
look back and see the classes, seminars and conferences I enrolled in and people and contacts I’ve made.  Why 
does someone stay involved so long you may ask?  Well, it all started during my college years when I learned 
about organizations, clubs and fraternities as mentoring opportunities and ways to expand my education and 
career.  So which organization did I join first?  Chess club--go figure!  I don’t know if it really helped my career 
but I truly enjoyed it.

During my initial employment at Caltrans in the 1980’s I was told that our field had a professional organization 
called the International Right of Way Association (IRWA).  Being that I had learned about social organizations 
in college, I thought “great, I’m in”.  I observed other people and saw that they did the same thing I did, but for 
different companies or agencies.  Although their guidelines and protocol were different, we were all involved 
in infrastructure.  I picked up rubbish and weeds on State Route 30 when Caltrans had the “Adopt a Highway” 
program, but I knew I could learn a lot from the other members while also sharing my experiences so I joined 
Chapter 57 (Inland Empire) and the rest, as they say, is history.  

As I became employed in the Los Angeles area I found myself at Chapter 1.  I served on their Board and gained 
more exposure to other agencies and people by attending classes, seminars and conferences.  I saw that the 
real benefits of continued education and meeting other people in the industry was worth its weight in gold.

As time went on, my employment travels landed me in Orange County and I became a member of Chapter 67.  
I continued to believe that the best way to stay informed and on top of new legislation, legal decisions and 
federal and state guidelines was to remain involved in IRWA.  The conferences are great way to network and 
meet other people and learn how different agencies and companies outside of my city, county, state and even 
country operate.  Staying engaged at IRWA is helpful to equip yourself with the tools and knowledge about 
infrastructure development that you need for today and the future. 

Why get involved rather than just being a member?  I believe that if you join a committee or are on the Executive 
Board you are given the opportunity to advance the goals and objectives of the organization.  I think I would 
circle back to “Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs” if I really had to understand why someone volunteers their time at 
an organization.  I believe the top tiers of “self-actualization” and “esteem” help me understand why I stayed an 
active participant.  The act of setting aside my time for IRWA contributes to my self-esteem and fulfillment of 
my well-being.  And besides that, it’s fun!  So, don’t delay and get involved today!

ARTICLE

By Rudy Romo, SR/WA

Why I’ve Been Involved in IRWA
for 35 Plus Years
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EDUCATION CONFERENCE 2021

Registration is Open for the IRWA’s 67thAnnual 
International Education Conference

June 6 - 9, 2021

For the latest information on the conference, 
please visit us at: irwasanantonio2021.org

REGISTER 
NOW FOR IN

PERSON

REGISTER 
NOW FOR 
VIRTUAL
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001C4AvYXmu_lh9pM5JEu3L4N_47V-fXuk4wIcVaZacX7928qHFKpbQQHAv31vMgJfSNhsya2PEXyLUxsT9APSH61gt-fyVjMB-PJ8zP_Ok-pAv6yzaYvsPhY3hjYQjjnCdeMR4jZuMnORbSB2anhcg5QGyNBwOeQcaLRQLVdAF_BUM3hprHxWws6zwQ2Qzt8YusKGqNxJw9RFjmX9BCaMDmxas3-fg-HVBmb378LbtWp5QhIYzHUQ9eUCX-ckokt12d5L6f5nQOJspXoSGTPno43v1JpHxj_c3fXO95Ls9HH_ufTeUSTSbDg==&c=yVzynkt28PetsbJWfnfC6OaMPVaP41Pl362RbDTdqUBo557DkK9s_A==&ch=53v9d2iPrnaeGw-NXS8v3EObfE4LY1sPWajHKwPb67rmvq6e057_6Q==
https://irwa-chapter67.ticketleap.com/march-2021-virtual-luncheon/
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001C4AvYXmu_lh9pM5JEu3L4N_47V-fXuk4wIcVaZacX7928qHFKpbQQHAv31vMgJfSNhsya2PEXyLUxsT9APSH61gt-fyVjMB-PJ8zP_Ok-pAv6yzaYvsPhY3hjYQjjnCdeMR4jZuMnORbSB2anhcg5QGyNBwOeQcaLRQLVdAF_BUM3hprHxWws6zwQ2Qzt8YusKGqNxJw9RFjmX9BCaMDmxas3-fg-HVBmb378LbtWp5QhIYzHUQ9eUCX-ckokt12d5L6f5nQOJspXoSGTPno43v1JpHxj_c3fXO95Ls9HH_ufTeUSTSbDg==&c=yVzynkt28PetsbJWfnfC6OaMPVaP41Pl362RbDTdqUBo557DkK9s_A==&ch=53v9d2iPrnaeGw-NXS8v3EObfE4LY1sPWajHKwPb67rmvq6e057_6Q==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001C4AvYXmu_lh9pM5JEu3L4N_47V-fXuk4wIcVaZacX7928qHFKpbQQHAv31vMgJfSNhsya2PEXyLUxsT9APSH61gt-fyVjMB-PJ8zP_Ok-pAv6yzaYvsPhY3hjYQjjnCdeMR4jZuMnORbSB2anhcg5QGyNBwOeQcaLRQLVdAF_BUM3hprHxWws6zwQ2Qzt8YusKGqNxJw9RFjmX9BCaMDmxas3-fg-HVBmb378LbtWp5QhIYzHUQ9eUCX-ckokt12d5L6f5nQOJspXoSGTPno43v1JpHxj_c3fXO95Ls9HH_ufTeUSTSbDg==&c=yVzynkt28PetsbJWfnfC6OaMPVaP41Pl362RbDTdqUBo557DkK9s_A==&ch=53v9d2iPrnaeGw-NXS8v3EObfE4LY1sPWajHKwPb67rmvq6e057_6Q==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001C4AvYXmu_lh9pM5JEu3L4N_47V-fXuk4wIcVaZacX7928qHFKpbQQHAv31vMgJfSNhsya2PEXyLUxsT9APSH61gt-fyVjMB-PJ8zP_Ok-pAv6yzaYvsPhY3hjYQjjnCdeMR4jZuMnORbSB2anhcg5QGyNBwOeQcaLRQLVdAF_BUM3hprHxWws6zwQ2Qzt8YusKGqNxJw9RFjmX9BCaMDmxas3-fg-HVBmb378LbtWp5QhIYzHUQ9eUCX-ckokt12d5L6f5nQOJspXoSGTPno43v1JpHxj_c3fXO95Ls9HH_ufTeUSTSbDg==&c=yVzynkt28PetsbJWfnfC6OaMPVaP41Pl362RbDTdqUBo557DkK9s_A==&ch=53v9d2iPrnaeGw-NXS8v3EObfE4LY1sPWajHKwPb67rmvq6e057_6Q==
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MEMBER SPOTLIGHT

Welcome

New Members

Lara Boyko, Paragon Partners

Laura Didio, Paragon Partners

Jennifer Goralski, Paragon Partners

Kristine Sander, Monument

Rosa Elena Santillan, HDR

Cami Stigall, Monument
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REAL ESTATE  |  RIGHT-OF-WAY  |  DBE  |  SBE

MONUMENTROW.COM • 800 577 0109

WE LISTEN 
WE INNOVATE 
WE DELIVER
OUR SPECIALTIES INCLUDE:

RAIL / HIGHWAY / ROADWAY / GRADE SEPERATIONS / WATER / 

WASTE WATER / FLOOD CONTROL / BRIDGES / SCHOOLS /

ENERGY AND UTILITIES / HOUSING / COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
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HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE
JANUARY LUNCHEON
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HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE
SEPTEMBER LUNCHEON
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